Java Spring API Developer - Tampa Office
Headquartered in Tampa, Florida, ClearGage, Inc. is a technology company providing
payment processing solutions for the healthcare community, including physicians, clinics,
ancillary medical service providers, out-patient facilities, third party medical billing entities,
dentists and veterinarians. Our sole purpose is to satisfy the rising need for innovative
payment solutions with revenue cycle technology that is efficient, patient friendly, and
capable of reducing patient bad debt and days sales outstanding (DSO).
Position: Exempt Full-time
Reports to: Jim Connor
Travel < 5% (Must be available for airplane travel as needed)
Description
The Java Spring API Developer is responsible for building and maintaining web services and
other service-oriented applications necessary to provide a robust API for both internal and
external customers. The ideal candidate should have a solid working knowledge of Core
Java, Java Spring, and Spring REST API development. Experience in a microservice/SOA
environment is a huge plus. Experience with AngularJS also a plus.
Responsibilities



Assist with designing and implementing low level and middle tier web services to
provide an extensible application framework
Ensure that security and data access restrictions are enforced at every level

Required Skills








4+ years of API and web service development using Spring
6+ years of Java web development
Demonstrated ability to develop horizontally scalable systems
Understanding of REST principles and API patterns
Strong understanding of secure coding techniques, particularly in the areas of online
payments and healthcare privacy
Ability to work efficiently and reliably with minimal oversight
Ability to manage multiple priorities and assist with various projects simultaneously

Desired Skills
•
•
•

Experience with Spring Boot and JPA
Experience with Groovy
Experience with test driven development or other integral testing methods

•
•
•

Experience integrating with payment processing APIs
Experience integrating with email and SMS APIs
PCI and HIPAA audit experience

Physical Demands




Extensive use of computer and keyboard and viewing of computer screen is required;
Long periods of sitting required
Regular use of VOIP phone system for phone calls

Base Salary - $90,000
Competitive Benefits Package available
Submit Resume and Cover Letter to: employment@cleargage.com

